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Ring Around the Roses
Take a peek into Piaget’s Limelight Garden Party collection

From Top
Pieces from Piaget’s Limelight 
Garden Party collectionA
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he champagne flute glistens 
under the light cast by the 
waning moon. Bubbles escape 
to the surface, bouncing off the 
crystal and kissing the ornate 
ring that adorns the party’s 
hostess. The 7.39-carat cushion-

cut blue sapphire set in the ring winks back, 
flirtatiously catching the rays of the moon. 
The adjoining 18K white gold rose, set with 89 
brilliant-cut diamonds of the ring, protectively 
hugs the cerulean stone.

On the opposite end of the garden, which 
is scattered with fuchsia Yves Piaget roses, a 
young woman sweeps her hair back to reveal a 
mesmerising 5.85-carat cushion-cut blue sapphire 
dangling alluringly from the 18K gold Piaget rose-
drop earrings, set with a total of 178 brilliant-cut 
diamonds on the bud of each ear. Beside her, 
another young woman lifts her glass. Her 18K 

white gold watch, set with 1,023 brilliant-cut 
diamonds, jingles thanks to the 130 white Akoya 
pearls, the delicate sound blending with laughter 
in the background. Watches all around the 
grounds strike midnight. The hands on the white 
mother-of-pearl dial of a secret watch point to 
the diamante-encrusted 18K white gold Piaget 
roses at the 12 o’clock position. The 330 brilliant-
cut diamonds and 53 marquise-cut diamonds 
sparkle as they reflect the vivid moonlight.

Clocks chime from off in the distance, 
echoing across the lawns. The rosy-cheeked 
hostess makes her way to the centre of the 
floral-perfumed grounds. Her matching necklace 
of 18K white gold set with 502 brilliant-cut 
diamonds, an 8.64-carat pear-shaped blue 
sapphire and a 22.69-carat cushion-cut blue 
sapphire beam upon the guests. She raises her 
flute of champagne in a toast. Welcome to 
Piaget’s Limelight Garden Party.  ■


